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Figure 1 .... Two-dimensional cross section of the volume in which
 
Green's theorem is applied for the exterior region.
 
Figure 2 .... Cross section and coordinate system of a scatterer.
 
Figure 3 .... Cross section of the volume in which Green's theorem is
 
applied for the interior region.
 
Figure 4 .... Refraction at a local site.
 
Figure 5 .... Approximate cross section of the scatterer.
 
Figure 6..-.. Constant current density distribution.
 
Figure 7.... Quadratic currant density distribution.
 




Figure 9.... Geometry of the numerical integration across the jth in­
terval using Simpson's rule with n=2,
 
Figure 10... Approximation to the cylinder contour obtained when 20 inter­
vals are inscribed within.a cylinder.
 
Figure 11... 	Real part of the equivalent electric surface current density
 
on the surface of a perfectly conducting cylinder as -a
 
function of sampling density.
 
Figure 12... 	Imaginary part of the equivalent electric surface current
 
density on the surface of a perfectly conducting cylinder
 
as a function of sampling density.,
 
Figure 13... 	Real part of the horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered
 




Figure 14... 	Imaginary part of the horizontal magnetic field intensity
 





Figure 15..;Real part of the vertical magnetic field intensity scat­
tered by a perfectly conducting cylinder as a function 
of sampling density. 
Figure 16... Imaginary part of the vertical magnetic field intensity. 
scattered by a perfectly conducting cylinder as a function 
of sampling density. 
Figure 17... Real part of the axial (y) magnetic field intensity scat­
tered by a perfectly conducting cylinder as a function 
of sampling density. 
Figure 18... Imaginary part of the axial (y) magnetic field intensity 
scattered by a perfectly 'conducting cylinder as a function 
of sampling density. 
Figure 19... Hypothetical curve of -H4 (kI.t) or Hi (kIf-F') 
across the jth interval, with the best parabola interpreted 
for the point of observation close to the contour interval. 
Figure 20.... Hypothetical curve of H. 3LIp-'I) or 
across the jth interval, with the best parabola interpreted 
for the point of observation to one side of the contour 
interval. 
Figure 21... Geometry of the small argument Approximation used to inte­
grate across the jth interval. 
Figure 22,.. 	Real part o'f the axial (y) magnetic field intensity scattered
 
by a perfectly conducting cylinder as predicted by the
 
parabolic approximation and the small argument approximation.
 
Figure 23... 	Imaginary part of theiAxial (y) magnetic field intensity
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scattered by a perfectly conducting cylinder as pre­




Figure 24... 	a) Cross section of a slab.
 
b) Detail of the cross section of one corner of the ,slab.
 
Figure 25... 	Magnitude of the equivalent electric surface current den­
sity on the surface Of a perfectly conducting -slab as a
 
function of sampling density.
 
Figure 26... 	Phase-of the equivalent electric surface current density on 
the surface of a perfectly conducting slab as a function 
of sampling density. 
Figure 27... 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a perfectly
 
conducting slab as P function of sampling density.
 
Figure 28... 	Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by 6 perfectly
 
conducting slab as a function of sampling density.
 
Figure 29... 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by perfectly
 
conducting circular cylinders as a function of whole-space­
conductivity.
 
Figure 30... 	Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by perfectly
 




Figure 31... 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by perfectly
 
conducting cylinders as a function of whole-space conductiv­
ity.
 
Figure 32.... Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by perfectly
 





Figure 33... Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by
 




Figure 34... Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by perfectly
 
conducting cylinders as a function of frequency.
 
Figur 35... Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by perfectly
 
conducting cylinders as a function of frequency.
 
Figure 36... 	Variation of amplitude (Hx) as a function of log (A/0)
 
and X/25 for a point of observation 20 m. above a
 
perfectly conducting circular cylinder of radius I00 m.
 
'Figure 37... Variation of phase (Hx) as a function of log (A/a) and: X/5
 
for a point of observation 20 m. above a perfectly con­
ducting cylinder of radius 100 m.
 
Figure 38... Comparison of the horizontal magnetic field intensity­
scattered by a perfectly conducting circular cylinder as
 
prdiicted by the analytical solution and Meyer's solution.
 
Figure 39... Comparison of the vertical magnetic field intensity'scat­
tered by a perfectly conducting circular cylinder as pre­
dicted by the -analytical solution and Meyerk s'solution.
 
Figure 40... Real part of the horizontal magnetic field intensity scat­
tered by a perfectly conducting cylinder as a function of
 
sampling density per wave length
 
Figure 41... Imaginary part of the horizontal magnetic field'intensity
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scattered by a perfectly conducting cylinder as a function
 
of sampling density per wavelength.
 
Figure 42... 	Variation in the predicted real part of the horizontal
 
magnetic field intensity scattered by a perfectly conducting
 
cylinder as a function of integration accuracy.
 
Figure 43... 	Comparison of analytical and numerical results for the hori­
zontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting cylinder which has been sampled 40 times.
 
Figure 44... 	Comparison of analytical and numerical results for the
 
vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting cylinder which has been sampled 40 times.
 
Figure 45... 	Comparison of analytical and numerical results for the
 
horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a
 




Figure 46... 	Comparison of analytical and numerical results for the
 
vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 




Figure 47... 	Profile of the right half of a hill on a conductive half­
space.
 
Figure 48... 	Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a hill as a
 
function of the section size (-aa).
 
Figure 49... 	Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a hill as a
 






Figure 50... Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a hill as
 
a function of the sampling density on the hill.
 
Figure 51... Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a hill
 
for a constant flight level and a contour flight level.
 
Figure 52... Equivalent electric surface current density induced on the
 
surface of a finitely conducting circular cylinder as a
 
function of sampling density.
 
Figure 53... Equivalent magnetic surface current density induced on the
 
surface of a finitely conducting circular cylinder as a
 
function of sampling density.
 
Figure 54... Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting cylinder as a function of sampling density.
 
Figure 55... Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting cylinder as a function of sampling density.
 
Figure 56... Comparison of the arbitrary impedance and arbitrary surface
 
impedance solutions for the horizontal magnetic field
 
intensity scattered by a finitely conducting cylinder.
 
Figure 57... Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a dielectric
 
cylinder as a function of sampling density.
 
Figure 58... 	Equivalent electric surface current density inducedd on the
 
surface of a cylinder with the same electrical parameters
 
as the conductive whole-space.
 
Figure 59... Equivalent magnetic surface current density induced on the
 
surface of a cylinder with the same electrical parameters
 
as the conductive whole-space.
 
Figure 60... Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a cylinder
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with the same electrical parameters as the conductive
 
whole-space as predicted by the general integral representa­
tions.
 




Figure 62... 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting slab as a function of sampling density.-

Figure 63..,. Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting slab as a function of sampling density.
 
Figure 64... 	Coordinate system used in deriving the analytical solution
 
to fields scattered by a circular cylinder in the presence
 
of a parallel electric line source.
 
Figure 65... 	Equivalent elebtric surface current density induced On the
 
surface of a perfectly conducting circular cylinder by An
 
Ey-polarized line source as a function of sampling density.
 
Figure 66... 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a perfectly
 
conducting cylinder in the presence of an Ey-polarized
 
line source as a function of sampling density.
 
Figure 67... 	Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a perfectly
 
conducting cylinder in the presence of an Ey-polarizedline
 
source As a function of sampling density.
 
Figure 68... 	Cross section of the sampling distribution on a circular
 




Figure 69... 	Horizontal magnetic field .intensity scattered by a perfectly
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conducting slab in the presence of an Ey-polarized line
 
line source as a function of sampling density.'
 
Figure 70... 	Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a perfectly
 
conducting slab in the presence of an Ey-polarized line
 
source-as a function-of sampling density.
 
Figure. 71... 	Cross section of a cylinddr in a conductive half-space
 
with an arbitrary earth-air profile.
 
Figure 72... 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting cylinder in an equivalent whole-space as a
 
function of the section size (-a,a).
 
Figure 73... 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely,
 
conducting cylinder in an -equivalent whole-space as a
 
function of the sampling density on the topographic profile.
 
Figure 74... Horizontal magnetic field intensity-scattered by a finitely
 




Figure 75... Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting cylinder in an equivalent wholerspace as a
 
function of sampling-density on the cylinder.
 
Figure 76... Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting cylinder in an equivalent whole-space as a
 
function of the sampling density on the topographic profile.
 
Figure 77... Equivalent electric surface current density induced on the
 
surface of a cylinder in an equivalent whole-space.
 
Figure 78... Equivalent magnetic surface current density induced on
 
the surface of a cylinder in an equivalent whole-space.
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Figure 79-..-. 	Horizontalmagnetic field intensity reflected by an
 
equivalent half-space as a function of the sampling
 
density on the dylinder and topographic contours.
 
Figure 80... 	Comparison of the horizontal magnetic field intensity
 
scattered by a finitely conducting cylinder in a con­
ductive half-space with that field scattered by finitely
 
conducting 'cylinders 'in a conductivewh1ole-space. 
Figure 81... 	Comparison 'of'the vertical magnetic field intensity scat-­
tered by a finitely conducting cylinder in a conductive
 
half-space with that field scattered by finitely conduct­
ing cylinders in a conductive whole-space.
 
Figure 82... Comparison of the horizontal magnetic field intensity
 
scattered by a-finitely conducting cylinder in a con­
ductive half-space with that field scattered by a finitely
 
conducting cylinder in a conductive whole-space.
 
Figure 83... Comparison of the equivalent electric surface current
 
density induced on the surface of a finitely conducting
 
cylinder in a conductive half-space with-that induced
 




Figure 84... Comparison of the equivalent magnetic surface current
 
density induced on the surface of a finitely conducting
 
cylinder in a conductive half-space with that induced on the
 




Figure 85... 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
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conducting cylinder in an equivalent whole-space at a
 
frequency of 30,000 hz.
 
Figure 86... 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting slab in a conductive half-space.
 
Figure 87... Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a finitely
 
conducting slab in a conductive half-space.
 
Figure 88... 	Phase of the vertical magnetic field intensity scattered
 
by a finitely conducting slab in a conductive half-space.
 
Figure 89... 	Equivalent electric surface current density induced in the
 
surface of a finitely conducting slab in a conductive half­
space.
 
Figure 90... 	Equivalent magnetic surface current density induced on the
 
surface of a finitely conducting slab in a conductive half­
space.
 
Figure 91... 	Imaginary part of the horizontal magnetic field intensity
 
scattered by'a bill on a conductive half-space as a function
 
of the sampling density.
 
Figure 92... 	Imaginary part of the horizontal magnetic field intensity
 
scattered by a hill on a conductive half-space as a function
 
of Re and the sampling density.
 
Figure 93... 	Imaginary part of the horizontal magnetic field intensity
 
scattered by a hill on a conductive half-space as a function
 
of the section size (-aja).
 
Figure 94... 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered by a hill on a 
conductive half-space for a constant flight level and a 
contour flight level: a) Real (Hx), b) Imaginary (HX). 
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Figure 95...'Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered by a hill on
 








Figure 97... Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered from a slab
 
of conductivity 10" 1mhos/m buried within a hill of con­
ductivity 10-3 inhos/m.
 









Figure 99-.. 	Horizontal magnetic field intensity scattered from a slab
 
of conductivity 10 mhos/m buried within a hill of conducti­
-
vity 10 3 mbos/m.
 
Figure 100... Vertical magnetic field intensity'scattered from a slab
 
of conductivity 10 mhos/m buried within a hill of conduc­
tivity 10-3 mhos/m.
 








Figure 102... Vertical magnetic field intensity scattered from a slab
 




Figure 103... Coordinate system used in deriving the analytical solution
 
to the fields scattered by a circular cylinder in the
 
presence of an T-polarized plane wave.
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Figure 104. . Coordinate system used in diriying the small argument 
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30- INCIDENT FIELD 








Z = I M. 
Z 20 m. 
10 f : ,ooo hz_. 
PHASE(z) = 10- 3 mhos/m.' 
















4 0 - If oiao0hz. 
a1t =Oin hos/rn 
0a2 - 10- mhos/m. 
LEGEND 
I - REAL (Ky) 




2.5 -X x 
(Amps/m.) x, 1 
2.0 \ 
1.5 ­ x 
'loo 200 300 
\xFIX8 
0.5 X,x F IG 89 
0.5 
15 Ey POLARIZATION LEGEND 
zo m. I - REAL (Ms) 
z, Om. 2 - IMAGINARY (Ms) 
f 1,000 hz. 
1.0 N 0 : 0. 
r1 I03 mhos/m. 
0 2 1I0- mhos/m. 
0.5 
(Volts/r.) 










-1,000 -800 .* -600 -400 -200 0 200 




-2. x ­+ - Ntopotopo =23=43 









= 1I0 0 m. 
0. 

























Ntopo:57 , Re =.55 
Ntopo=57 Re :.3 
Ntopo=79 ,Re .3 
-4. Ey- POLARIZATION 
z o = 150m. 
f = ipoo hz. 
0 = 0. 









x -0 = 1,100 
* -o 5,000 




f = 1,000 hz 
0,0a 0. 























-1000 -800 -600 -400 
X (m.) 
HALF-SPACE 'VALUE 




z 0 O. 
f 1,000 hz. 
0 "o= O 
0- 1 10- 3mhos/m. 
w 
x x 
.075 - v 



















10- 3 mhos/m 
I I 

XOr.- CONSTANT0 - CONTOUR 
I - REAL (Hz) 
2 - IMAGINARY 
C 










PLANE OF OBSERVATION 
-400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 
150m 50mA 
A- ml fo.'OWAR 0) 
Eo, Ito,0 gd =0 _mhos) 
300 m 





1.6 + - FIELD SCATTERED WHEN SLAB IS 
IN HILL. + 
z - FIELD SCATTERED BY THE H!LL ALONE. 
I - REAL (Hx) 
2 - IMAGINARY (Hx)'1.4 
1.0 HALF-SPACE VALUE. 
Hx Q8Ey-
(Amp-turns/m3 Z 0z 
f 
















-200 0 200 
-200.( ALF-SPACE VALUE 










FIELD SCATTERED WHEN SLAB IS IN HILL. 















z o 15OM. 
,-5,M. 
f = 1,000 hz 
aO0 = 0. 
O-1 :I0 - mhos/m. 





2.0 + - FIELD SCATTERED WHEN SLAB + 
IS IN HILL.
 
x FIELD SCATTERED BY THE HILL ALONE.
 
I - REAL (Hx)









0.8 , /, 
Ey- POLARIZATION 
0 20. 150M. 
Z, z..5QfM. 
f 1,000 hz. 
0.4 47l= IO- mhos/m. 
0.4 (r I.10 mhoslm../
- /\ 
0.2 N 
P0 0 ?00 
- ------- '- HALF-SPACE VALUE 
l-1-0 -800 -600 -400 (,) 












WHEN SLAB IS -IN KILL. 
BY THE HILL ALONE. 
+ 




















+ - FIELD SCATTERED WHEN SLAB IS INHILL.
 
K - FIELD SCATTERED BY THE HILL ALONE.
 
I - REAL (Hx) 





2.0 	 (7i 10- mhos/m. 




HALF-SPACE VALUE .i 
N7Nl 
2 HALF-SPACE VALUE 
-1000 -800 -600 -400 -200 0 
X(m.) 





0.2 5 ""* * " + "+ 
H2 
(Amp-turnsA/j + 
-1000 -800 200 -600 
2 X (M.)+ 
LEGEND 
-0.25 - + - FIELD SCATTERED WHEN SLAB IS IN HILL. + 
x - FIELD SCATTERED BY THE HILL ALONE. 
I - REAL (Hz), 







f0= 1f000 hz. 
0 '() 0. 
-
"1 10- mhos/m. 
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HAFSPAC CALCULATES THE MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY SCATTERED BY A 
$69.153 
C FINITELY CONDUCTING CYLINDER IN A CONDUCTIVE HALF-SPACE. THE 
C INCIDENT FIELD IS ASSUMED TO BE AN EY-POLARIZED PLANE WAVE." 
C IF PHI IS NOT 180 DEGREES, THE PROGRAM IS NOT VALID. 
C... NOTE THAT THIS PROGRAM ASSUMES ALSO THAT THE TOPOGRAPHIC CONTOUR 
C AND CYLINDER CONTOUR ARE MIRROR SYMMETRIC ABOUT THE Z-AXIS. IF A 
C NON-SYMMETRIC SCATTERER IS TO BE CONSIDERED, THE CARD(S) WHICH 
C HAVE AN * IN COLUMN 1 MUST REPLACE THE CARD(S) WHICH FOLLOW IT 
C (THEM). 
C... INPUTS ARE ... LOCP - THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE SOLUTION IS TO BE 
C CONSIDERED (AND HENCE ALL NEW INPUT DATA). 
C LLX - THE NUMBER OF STATIONS'Ar WHICH THE SCATTERED 






















































- THE NUMBER OF BURIAL DEPTHS AT WHICH THE 
CYLINDER IS TO BE PLACED. THE SOLUTION I'S 
REPEATED ASSUMING ALL.OTHER PARAMETERS ARE 
THE SAME. 
THE NUMBER OF INTERVALS INTO WHICH THE
 
TOPOGRAPHIC CONTOUR HAS BEEN-DIVIDED. THE
 
PROGRAM ASSUMES THAT NTOPO IS ODD (THE CENTER
 
OF THE MID-PROFILE INTERVAL IS AT X=O.. THE
 
FIRST TOPOGRAPHIC INTERVAL IS ON THE'LEFT
 
HAND OR NEGATIVE X-AXIS SIDE AND THE LAST
 
INTERVAL IS ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE.
 
THE NUMBER OF INTERVALS INTO WHICH THE
 
INHOMOGENEITY CONTOUR HAS BEEN DIVIDED. THE
 
PROGRAM ASSUMES NINHOM IS EVEN .THE CENTER
 
OF THE FIRST INTERVAL IS AT X=O. ON THE TOP
 
OF THE CYLINDER, AND THE INTERVALS ARE
 
DESCRIBED CLOCKWISE FROM HERE.
 
THE ORDER N IN SIMPSONS RULE PLUS 1 (THUS NAI
 
IS ALWAYS ODD).NA1 DETERMINES INTEGRATION
 
ACCURACY ON THOSE CONTOURS FOR WHICH'/KR/ .LT.
 
RE OVER THE ENTIRE WIDTH OF A SAMPLING INTERVAL
 




SAME AS NAI EXCEPT THAT /KR/ .LT. RE OVER THE
 
ENTIRE WIDTH OF A SAMPLING INTERVAL IN THE
 
CYLINDER. NORMALLY 3 TO 11, DEPENDING ON CONDUCZ.
 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF'BISECTIONS OF THE INTEGRATION
 




THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, MEASURED CLOCKWISE
 
FROM THE VERTICAL Z-AXIS. PHI MUST BE 180 DEGREES.
 
C HO - THE INCIDENT FIELD INTENSITY. (NORMALLY TAKEN
 
C TO BE 1.)
 
C XO - THE INITIAL STATION.
 
C XINT - THE STATION INTERVAL.
 
C RE - THAT VALUE FOR WHICH THE SMALL ARGUMENT SOLUTION 
C IS USED IF IKRI eLT. RE OVER THE ENTIRE WIDTH 
C OF A SAMPLING INTERVAL. NORMALLY ABOUT .5.
 
C TOLER - THE UPPER BOUND OF THE ABSOLUTE ERROR. THIS
 




C SAMPLE - THE INTEGRATION SAMPLING RATE PER WAVELENGTH
 
C (SEE SECTION 4-3 OF THESIS FOR AN EXPLANATION 
C OF THIS PARAMETER).SAMPLE IS.USED TO DETERMINE 
C, INTEGRATION ACCURACY ALONG THE TOPOGRAPHIC 
C PROFILE. NORMALLY 20. TO 30. 
C ACC - DETERMINES THE WIDTH OF THE INTERVAL (DELTA/ACC 
C ,DELTA*ACC) OVER WHICH FUNC IS NUMERICALLY 
C INTEGRATED. NORMALLY ABOUT 30. 
C 10 - ELEVATION OF THE SURVEY OR FLIGHT LEVEL., 
C Zl- DEPTH TO THE TOP OF THE INHOMOGENEITY. 
C FREQ - THE FREQUENCY OF THE INCIDENT FIELD. 
C DIECSTO - THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF THE AIR.-
C MAGPERO - THE MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY OF THE AIR. 
C CONDUCO - THE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE AIR. 
C DIECSTI - THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF THE EARTH. $69.153 
C MAGPER1 - THE MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY OF THE EARTH. $69.153 
C CONDUCI - THE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE EARTH. $69,.153 
C DIECST2 - THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF THE INHOMOGENEITY. 
C- MAGPER2 - THE MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY OF THE INHOMOGENE'ITY. 
C CONDUC2 - THE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE INHOMOGENEITY. 
C SCX(J,K) AND SCZ(JtK) - THE COORDINATES-OF THE EDGES OF THE 
C INTERVALS WHICH DESCRIBE THE CYLINDER AND 
C TOPOGRAPHIC PROFILES.NOTE THAT THE CYLINDER 
C PROFILE MUST BE READ IN FIRST, AND ONLY THE 
C NEGATIVE HALF OF THE TOPOGRAPHIC CONTOUR -IS READ. IN. 
C... SUBROUTINES CALLED BY HAFSPAC ARE 
C DATTOP,.DATHOM, SMARG, HINTOI, ACURAT, APPROX, ANSWER, EHHFSP, 
C EHFTSP, CUPIEQ, MANDK, CINVER, INVERT, FIELDS, FUNC, AND RMBRG. 











COMPLEX DARGODARG2.HODH2D0,FODF20 +69.167 





























































































































































































































































































































DO 900 ND=1,NDEPTH 































































































25 FORMAT(15X9*TOPOGRAPHIC DATA*//) +69.153
 
DO 35 I=1,NTOPO $69.167
 




PRINT 30, I,K,SCX(IK),SCZ(ItK),DELT 
30 FORMAT (2(7XI3),3(IOXFIO.4)) 
35 CONTINUE 
- +69.153 




40 FORMAT(IHOI,15X*INHOMOGENEITY DATA*//) +69.153
 
DO 45 I=NTOPUP,ISTOP +69.153
 






















PRINT 55, I,X(I),Z(I),ALPH,HALFW(I) $69.153
 




































70 FORMAT (5X,*EQUIVALENT ELECTRIC CURRENT =*ZtIPE15.1),SX,*EQUIVALEN
 
IT MAGNETIC CURRENT =*2(1PE15.7))






































DC 160 J=1,JSTOP +69. 167
 
IF(I.LE.NTOPO .AND. J.LE.NTOPO) GO TO 91 '+69.167
 




















































































IF(J.EQ.NTOPO) GO TO 115 $69.167
 






































































































126 PRINT 127 +69.167
 










=ABDAR2.H2DF2DHKODHKO2,HIKO,HIK2,RE) +69. 167 




IF(I.EQ.l .OR. I.EQ.NTOPO) GO TO 1280 .+69.168 
HK02=FIPPEE*HKO2+HIPPEE*HJ02 +69.167 
- HIK2=ZIPO*HIK2+ZJP1*HIJ2 -+69.167 






























































































































































GO TO 150 +69.167
 
140 IF(I.GT.NTOPO) GO TO 1402 +69.167
 






GO TO 1401 +69.167
 




































GO TO 150 +69.168
 
















GO TO 1401 +69;168
 






GO TO 1451 $69.168
 










GO TO 1453 $69.168
 





























































































































































































































































































































* 	 DO 300 I=1,NTOPO $69. 168 
DO 300 I=NTOPHF,NTOPO 
* 	 IE=I 
IE=I-NHFTOP 



































IF(Z(I).GT.I.E-05) GO TO 297 ­






























IF(NINHOM.EQ.0) GO TO 306
 
* 	 DO 305 I=NTOPUPISTOP 
DO 305 I=NTOPUP,NINHHF 
























































































































































































































































































































710 	FORMAT(20X,*MAGNETIC FIELDS ABOVE TWO DIMENSIONAL INHOMOGENEITIES
 






711 FCRMAT(5X,*PARAMETERS OF THE AIR ARE ..... *) +69.168
 






715 FORMAT(5X,*PARAMETERS OF THE HALF SPACE ARE ..... *1 $69.168
 
PRINT T20 t CONDUCIDIECSTIMAGPERI
 














726 	FORMAT (IOX,*RADIUS =*IPE12.3) 
PRINT 11 
PHIANG=PHI/RADIAN $69.168 
PRINT 730, FREQ,PHIANG $69.168 
730 FORMAT(5X,*PARAMETERS OF THE SURVEY ARE ..... *IOX,*FREQUENCY= $69.168 
=1PEI2.3,*,*5X,*ANGLE OF INCIDENCE= *OPFq.2) +69.168 
PRINT 735, WAVELOSKINDOAIMPO +69.168 
735 FORMAT(7X,*IN AIR , *14X,*WAVELENGTH = * 1PE12.3,*,*5X,*SKIN DEPTH +69.168 
= = *IPEIZ.3,*,l5X,*WAVE IMPEDANCE = *IP2E12.3) +69.168 
PRINT 736, WAVEL1,SKIND1,AIMPI +69.168 
736 FORMAT(7X,*tIN THE GROUND , *iX, +69.168 
*WAVELENGTH = * IPEI2.3,*,*SX,*SKIN DEPTH +69.168 
= = *IPE12.3,*,*5X,*WAVE IMPEDANCE = *1P2EI2.3) 	 +69.168 
PRINT 737, WAVEL2,SKIND2,AIMP2 +69.168
 
737 FORMAT(IX,*IN THE INHOMOGENEITY. +69.168 

*WAVELENGTH= * IPEI2.3,*,*5X,*SKIN DEPTH +69.168
 
= = *lPE12.3,*,*5X,*WAVE IMPEDANCE = *1P2E12.3) +69.168 
PRINT 11 
PRINT 738 
738 FORMAT (5X*NUMERICAL PARAMETERS ARE .....
 
. PRINT 739, NAINA2,SAMPLE,RE.TOLERITER
 
739 FORMAT (7X,*NAI =*15,*,*5X,*NA2 =*I5,*,*5X,*SAMPLE =*F8.3,*,*1OX,
 






PRINT 740,ZO(NZ),Z1(ND) $69.168 
-740 FORMAT (5X,*ELEVATION OF THE SURVEY IS = *Fl2.3,*,*IOX,*DEPTH FROM +69.168 
THE HALF SPACE TO THE TOP OF THE CYLINDER IS = * F12.3) +69.168 
PRINT 11 
PRINT 745 































C... SUBROUTINE DATTOP TAKES THE CO-ORDINATES OF THE EDGES-OF THE (NANGLE)
 
C INTERVALS (SCXSCZ) INTO WHICH THE TOPOGRAPHIC CONTOUR HAS BEEN
 
C DIVIDED AND RETURNS THE CO-ORDINATES OF THE MIDPOINT OF EACH INTERVAL
 
C (XtZ)t THE INWARD NORMAL AT THE MIDPOINT (RALPHA), THE AVERAGE
 
C INWARD NORMAL AT THE CORNERS OF EACH INTERVAL (SCALPH)t AND THE
 




















































C... SUBROUTINE DATHOM TAKES THE CO-ORDINATES OF THE EDGES OF THE (NANGLE)
 
C INTERVALS CSCXSCZ) INTO WHICH THE CYLINDER CONTOUR HAS BEEN DIVIDED AND
 
C RETURNS THE CO-ORDINATES OF THE MIDPOINT OF EACH INTERVAL (XZ), THE
 
C INWARD NORMAL AT THE MIDPOINT (RALPHA), THE AVERAGE INWARD NORMAL AT
 




















































C... SUBROUTINE SMARG COMPUTES THE LIMITING VALUE OF THE -INTEGRALS IN
 


























































































































C... SUBROUTINE HINT01 CALCULATES HANKEL FUNCTIONS OF THE FIRSTKIND OF
 
C ORDER 0 AND I (HO-AND HI, RESPECTIVELY) FROM THE DEFINITION OF THE
 
C MODIFIED-BESSEL FUNCTION (K) OF THE SECOND KIND. (THE SUBROUTINE TO
 
C 	 COMPUTE K IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF BESK, GIVEN IN THE I.B.M. SCIENTIFIC
 
C SLBROUTINE PACKAGE (V. 2) ). 
C... INPUTS ARE Z - THE. COMPLEX ARGUMENT 
C HO AND HI - COMPLEX ANSWER 
C IER - ERROR CODE - 0 - NORMAL RETURN 
























10 FORMAT (IOX*ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE ARGUMENT OF THE HANKEL FUNCTION
 






99 IF(CX.bT.4;5) GO TO 100
 























































































C... SUBROUTINE ACURAT COMPUTES THE INTEGRALS-OF THE INTEGRAL REPRESENTIATIONS
 
















































































































































IF(SMALLA.LT.O. *AND. SMALLB.GT.O.) GO TO 630
 




























605 IF(LARGEB.LE.XU) GO TO 606 
SUM3=-TWO*((ALOG(LARGEB)+l.)/LARGEB-(ALOG(XU)+I.)/XU) 
XUU=XU 





608 PRINT 609, AIERXLLXUUDELTA 

























631 IF(ABA.EQ.SMALLB) GO TO 633
 
















































































C... SUBROUTINE APPROX COMPUTES THE INTEGRALS OF THE INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS
 
C USING SIMPSON'S RULE. THE INTERVAL IS DIVIDED INTO NA-I SUBDIVISIONS, 



































































































































































SLBROUTINE ANSWER TAKES THE VALUES FOR THE INTEGRALS OF THE INTEGRAL
 



























































































































































































































C... SUBROUTINE EHHFSP COMPUTES THE INTEGRALS OF THE INTEGRAL.REPRESENTATIONS
 
C ALONG A FLAT HALF-SPACE OVER THE INTERVAL (AB), ASSUMING THE POINT OF
 























































































































































































































































































































IF(SMALLA.LT.O. .AND. SMALLB.GT.O.) GO TO 630
 












602 IF(LARGEB.GT.XL) GO TO 603
 
AIAB=TWO*ALOG(DELT)*(LARGEB-LARGEA)/DD2 
GO TO 611 




















608 	PRINT 609, AIERXLLtXUUDELTA
 


























631 	IF(ABA.EQ.SMALLB) GO TO 633 






















































































C.. SUBROUTINE EHFTSP COMPUTES THE INTEGRALS OF THE INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS
 
C ALONG A FLAT HALF-SPACE OVER THE INTERVAL (AtB), ASSUMING THE POINT OF
 


































































































































































































C... SUBROUTINE CUPIEQ INVERTS THE MATRICES SIJR, SIJI OF THE COUPLED INTEGRAL
 






































C STORE (CIIINV) IN C21, OBTAIN tC21*CIlINVI*C12 AND PLACE IN TEMPR
 


























































C... SUBROUTINE MANDK COMPUTES THE EQUIVALENT CURRENT DENSITIES M AND K
 




C... NOTE THAT THIS SUBROUTINE ASSUMES THAT THE TOPOGRAPHIC AND CYLINDER
 
C CONTOURS ARE MIRROR SYMMETRIC ABOUT THE Z-AXIS, IF A NON-SYMMETRIC
 
C SCATTERER IS TO.BE CONSIDERED, THE.CARD(S) WHICH HAVE AN * IN COLUMN
 

























C OBTAIN THE COLUMN MATRIX (C21*CIINV)*E AND STORE IN REALCU AND 
C IMAGCU. 
S DO 400 I=1,ISTOP 
DO 400 I=INSYM 
REALCU(I)=ZERO 
IMAGCU(I]=ZERO







C OBTAIN THE COLUMN MATRIX (C21*CIlINV)*E-H AND STORE IN H. 
S DO 401 I=19ISTOP­
00 401 I=INSYM 





C OBTAIN THE COLUMN MATRIX ((C21*CIINV)*C12-C22)INV)*((CzI*CI1INV)*E-H)
 
C AND PUT IN REALCU AND IMAGCU.
 


























C OBTAIN THE MATRIX (ClIINV)*C12 AND STORE IN CI.
 




* 	 IUP=ISTOP+I 
IUP=NSYM+I­
* 	 DO 403 J=1,ISTOP 
DO 403 J=1,NSYM 


















C 	 FORM THE COLUMN MATRICES 

* 	 DO 404 I=t,ISTOP 
DO 404 I=lNSYM 











* 	 DO 404 J=1,ISTOP 
DO 404 J=1,NSYM 
















C FORM THE COLUMN MATRIX C11INV*E-(ClLINV*C12)*M
 
* 	 DO 405 I=1,ISTOP 
DO 405 I=1,NSYM 





































































4052 DO 406 I=1,lSTOP2
 
































































































C... SLBROUTINE CINVER INVERTS A COMPLEX MATRIX BY SOLVING THE TWO
 
C EQUATIONS WHICH RESULT FROM THE DEFINITION OF MATRIX INVERSE,
 
C C(-I)*C = I.
 
C... INPUTS ARE AR (THE REAL PART OF THE COMPLEX MATRIX TD BE INVERTED)
 
C Al (THE IMAG PART OF THE COMPLEX MATRIX TO BE INVERTED)
 
C N (THE ORDER OF THE COMPLEX MATRIX TO BE INVERTED)
 
C... OUTPUTS ARE 0 (THE REAL PART OF THE INVERSE)
 




















































CCCCCC THIS ROUTINE INVERTS REAL MATRICES.
 
CCCCCC A IS THE ARRAY CONTAINING THE ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX.
 
CCCCCC AFTER THE RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM A CONTAINS THE INVERSE.
 
CCCCCC NN IS THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX.
 
CCCCCC N IS THE FIRST SUBSCRIPT OF THE DIMENSION OF THE ARRAY A.
 
CCCCCC M AND C ARE SINGLE SUBSCRIPTEC ARRAYS OF LENGTH AT LEAST NN.
 








CCCCCC SINCE THIS ROUTINE DOES NOT STRICTLY OBEY THE FORTRAN IV RULES
 
CCCCCC ABOUT ARRAYS IT MAY NOT WORK ON SOME MACHINES. IF IT WORKS IT IS
 




ND = N - NN *END 60
 
IF (NN-l 80,70,80 *END 70
 
70 A(1)=I./A(1) *END 80
 
GO TO 300 *END 90
 
80 D qO I1=, NN tEND 100
 














DO 112 L=1,NN *END 180
 
IF (M(L)) 100,100t112 *END 190
 
100 J=L *END 200
 
DO 110 K=1,NN *END 210
 
IF (M(K)) 103,103,108 *END 220
 
103 IF (ABS(D)-ABS(A(J))) 105,105,108 tEND 230
 






108 J=J+N tEND 270
 
110 CONTINUE *END 280
 






































NH = NR + NN - I 












DO 135 JINN 





GO TO 135 





























































































































































SUBROUTINE FIELDS TAKES THE VALUES FOR THE INTEGRALS OF THE INTEGRAL
 
REPRESENTATIONS AND RETURNS THE HORIZONTAL MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY
 







































































































































































































C... FUNC IS THE FUNCTION IN THE SMALL ARGUMENT SOLUTION OF APPENDIX D 
C WHICH MUST BE INTEGRATED NUMERICALLY. 







C... FUNCTION RMBRG PERFORMS THE INTEGRATION OF A GIVEN FUNCTION BY THE
 
C TRAPEZOIDAL RULE TOGETHER WITH ROMBERGIS EXTRAPOLATION METHOD.
 
C 'THE SUBROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY THE E.O. LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY.
 
C BERKELEY. 
C... INPUTS ARE F - EXTERNAL FUNCTION'TO BE INTEGRATED 
C A, B - LOWER AND UPPER BOUNDS OF THE INTERVAL, RESPECTIVELY 
C - OUTPUTS ARE AREA - RESULTING APPROXIMATE VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL 
C RMBRG - ERROR CODE - 1 IF REQUIRED ACCURACY NOT REACHED. 
C OTHERWISE, RMBRG = NUMBER OF SUBDIVISIONS REQUIRED TO 
C OBTAIN SPECIFIED ACCURACY. 
C.. THIS ROUTINE IS SPECIFIC TO A CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 6000-SERIES 



























































" IF(ABS(DA) .LE. ABS(EPS*(TNEW+AI)) I GO TO 150
 






C***************************** ERROR RETURN **************************** 










C°.. FINESCT CALCULATES THE MAGNETIC FIELD INTENSITY
 
C SCATTERED BY A FINITELY CONDUCTING CYLINDER IN A'CONDUCTIVE
 
C WHOLE SPACE.THE INCIDENT PLANE WAVE IS ASSUMED TO BE- POLARIZED
 
C SUCH THAT THE ELECTRIC FIELD VECTOR IS PARALLEL TO IHE LONG AXIS
 
C oF THE CYLINDER. THE INCIDENT FIELD IS ASSUMED TO BE THE
 
C TRANSMITTED FIELD OF A WAVE NORMALLY INCIDENT (PHI-IBO.) UPON
 
C A CONDUCTIVE HALF SPACE.
 
C... INPUTS ARE...LLX,- THE NUMBER OF STATIONS.
 








C PHI - THE ANGLE OF INCIDENCE. MEASURED CLOCKWISE
 
C FROM THE VERTICAL Z-AXIS (IT WILL DIFFER FROM
 
C 180. IF A HALF SPACE TRANSMITTED FIELD IS NOT
 
C NECESSARILY BEING CONSIDERED.)
 




C XO - THE INITIAL STATION.
 
C XINT-- THE STATION INTERVAL.
 
C R -" THE RADIUS OF THE CYLINDER.
 
C ZO - THE DEPTH TO THE TOP OF THE CYLINDER.
 
C FREQ - THE FREQUENCY OF THE lNCIDENT FIELD.
 
C DIECST1'- THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF THE WHOLE SPACE.'
 




C DIECST2 - THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF THE CYLINDER.
 
C MAGPER2 - THE MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY OF THE CYLINDER..
 
C CONDUCL - THE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE WHOLE SPACE.
 
C CONDUC2 - THE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE CYLINDER.
 
C... SUBROUTINES CALLED BY FINESCT ARE - BESZIPHINTGR, AND BESK.,
 




























































































































































































































































































































710 FORMAT(20X*MAGNETIC FIELDS ABOVE TWO DIMENSIONAL INHOMOGENEITIES I
 






715 	FORMAT (5X,*PARAMETERS OF THE WHOLE SPACE ARE ... ) 
PRINT 720, CONDUC1,DIECSTl,MAGPER1
 








725 	FORMAT (5X,*PARAMETERS OF THE CYLINDER ARE .... *) 
PRINT 720, CONDUC2,DIECST2,MAGPER2 
PRINT 726, R 






730 FORMAT (5X,*PARAMETERS OF THE SURVEY ARE ... *) 
PRINT 735, FREQ,WAVEL1,AIMPI 
735 FORMAT (IOX,*FREQUENCY =*iPE12.3,*,*5X,*WAVELENGTH I =*IPEI2.3,*,* 
15X,*WAVE IMPEDANCE 1 =*2(1PE12.3)) 
PHIANG=PHI/RADIAN 
PRINT 736, PHIANG,WAVEL2,AIMP2 
736 FORMAT (10X,*ANGLE OF INC =*F9.2,*,*5X,*WAVELENGTH 2 =*lPE12.3,*,* 
























































































































C.. INPUTS ARE ORD (ORDER OF THE BESSEL FUNCTION-OF THE FIRST KIND)
 








C NLOW (NUMBER OF TERMS TO BE USED IN THE SERIES EXPANSION)
 










IF(NORD *EQ. 0) GO TO 800
 
DO 805 K = 1,NORD
 


































































C... SUBROUTINE HINTGR CALCULATES HANKEL FUNCTIONS OF THE FIRST AND
 
C SECOND KIND FROM THE MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION (K) OF THE SECOND 
C KIND. 
C... INPUTS ARE N - INTEGER ORDER OF THE HANKEL FUNCTION 
C Z - COMPLEX ARGUMENT 
C OUTPUTS ARE HI - COMPLEX ANSWER (HANKEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND) 












9 PRINT 10, IER
 
















C... SUBROUTINE BESK CALCULATES MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS (K) OF THE
 
C SECOND KIND. THIS ROUTINE HAS BEEN MODIFIED FROM THAT GIVEN IN THE
 
C I.B.M. SCIENTI-FIC SUBROUTINE PACKAGE (V. 2) TO INCLUDE COMPLEX 
C ARGUMENTS. 
C... INPUTS ARE X - COMPLEX ARGUMENT 
C N - INTEGER ORDER 
C OUTPUTS ARE BK - COMPLEX ANSWER 
C IER - ERROR CODE - 0 - NORMAL RETURN 
C I - THE ORDER (N) IS NEGATIVE 
C 3 - ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE ARGUMENT 
C EXCEEDS 170. 
C 4 - ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE ANSWER 





















































































,C... FROM KO, K1, COMPUTE"KN USING RECURRENCE RELATION*.
 
C 























































Co.. -COMPUTE K1 USING SERIES EXPANSION. 
C 
43 	X2J=B
 
FACT=ONE
 
HJ=ONE
 
G1.=ONE/X+XZJ*( .5 A-HJ)
 
DO 50 J=2,12
 
X2J=X2J*C'
 
RJ=ONE/FLOAT(J)
 
FACT=FACT*RJ*RJ
 
HJ=HJ+RJ
 
-50 GI=GI+X2J*FACT*(.5+(A-HJ)*FLOAT(J))
 
-IF(N-1) 31;52,31
 
52 	 BK=G1
 
RETURN
 
END
 
